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Compositional Abstraction
for Stochastic Systems⋆
Joost-Pieter Katoen1,2, Daniel Klink1, and Martin R. Neuha¨ußer1,2
1 RWTH Aachen University, Germany and 2 University of Twente, The Netherlands
Abstract. We propose to exploit three-valued abstraction to stochastic systems
in a compositional way. This combines the strengths of an aggressive state-based
abstraction technique with compositional modeling. Applying this principle to
interactive Markov chains yields abstract models that combine interval Markov
chains and modal transition systems in a natural and orthogonal way. We prove
the correctness of our technique for parallel and symmetric composition and show
that it yields lower bounds for minimal and upper bounds for maximal timed
reachability probabilities.
1 Introduction
To overcome the absence of hierarchical, compositional facilities in performance
modeling, several efforts have been undertaken to integrate performance as-
pects, most notably probability distributions, into compositional modeling for-
malisms. Resulting formalisms are, among others, extensions of the Petri box cal-
culus [27], Statecharts [3], and process algebras [17, 13]. To bridge the gap towards
classical performance and dependability analysis, compositional formalisms for
continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) have received quite some attention.
Nowadays, these formalisms are also used intensively in, e.g., the area of systems
biology [4].
An elegant and prominent semantic model in this context are interactive
Markov chains [12, 14]. They extend CTMCs with nondeterminism, or viewed
differently, enrich labeled transition systems with exponential sojourn times in
a fully orthogonal and simple manner. They naturally support the specification
of phase-type distributions, i.e., sojourn times that are non-exponential, and
facilitate the compositional integration of random timing constraints in purely
functional models [14]. In addition, bisimulation quotienting can be done in a
compositional fashion reducing the peak memory consumption during minimiza-
tion. This has been applied to several examples yielding substantial state-space
reductions, and allowing the analysis of CTMCs that could not be analyzed
without compositional quotienting [14, 9, 10].
This paper goes an important step further by proposing a framework to per-
form more aggressive abstraction of interactive Markov chains (IMCs) in a com-
positional manner. We consider state-based abstraction that allows to represent
any (disjoint) group of concrete states by a single abstract state. This flexi-
ble abstraction mechanism generalizes bisimulation minimization (where “only”
bisimilar states are grouped) and yields an overapproximation of the IMC un-
der consideration. This abstraction is a natural mixture of abstraction of labeled
⋆ The research has been funded by the DFG Research Training Group 1298 (AlgoSyn), the
NWO project QUPES (612.000.420) and the EU FP7 project Quasimodo.
transition systems by modal transition systems [26, 25] and abstraction of prob-
abilities by intervals [8, 21]. Abstraction is shown to preserve simulation, that
is to say, abstract models simulate concrete ones. Here, simulation is a simple
combination of refinement of modal transition systems [25] and probabilistic sim-
ulation [20]. It is shown that abstraction yields lower bounds for minimal and
upper bounds for maximal timed reachability probabilities.
Compositional aggregation is facilitated by the fact that simulation is a pre-
congruence with respect to TCSP-like parallel composition and symmetric com-
position [15] on our abstract model. Accordingly, components can be abstracted
prior to composing them. As this abstraction is coarser than bisimulation, a sig-
nificantly larger state-space reduction may be achieved and peak memory con-
sumption is reduced. This becomes even more advantageous when components
that differ only marginally are abstracted by the same abstract model. In this
case, the symmetric composition of these abstract components may yield huge
reductions compared to the parallel composition of the slightly differing concrete
ones. A small example shows this effect, and shows that the obtained bounds for
timed reachability probabilities are rather exact.
Several abstraction techniques for (discrete) probabilistic models have been
developed so far. However, compositional ones that go beyond bisimulation are
rare. Notable exceptions are Segala’s work on simulation preorders for proba-
bilistic automata [28] and language-level abstraction for PRISM [23]. Note that
compositional abstractions have been proposed in other settings such as tradi-
tional model checking [29, 30] and for timed automata [2]. Compositional analysis
techniques for probabilistic systems have been investigated in [6, 31]. Alternative
abstraction techniques have, e.g., been studied in [7, 5, 24].
Outline. Section 2 gives some necessary background. In section 3 and 4, AIMCs
are introduced for which we investigate parallel and symmetric composition in
section 5. Section 6 shows how to consistently abstract components. In section 7
we focus on the computation of time-bounded reachability probabilities.
2 Preliminaries
Let X be a finite set. For Y, Y ′ ⊆ X and function f : X ×X → R let f(Y, Y ′) =∑
y∈Y,y′∈Y ′ f(y, y
′) (for singleton sets, brackets may be omitted). Function f(x, ·)
is given by x′ 7→ f(x, x′) for all x ∈ X; further, by f [y 7→ x] we denote the
function that agrees with f except at y ∈ X where it equals x. Function f is a
distribution on X iff f : X → [0, 1] and f(X) =
∑
x∈X f(x) = 1. The support of
a distribution f is supp(f) = {x ∈ X | f(x) > 0} and the set of all distributions
on X is denoted by distr (X). Let B2 = {⊥,⊤} be the two-valued truth domain.
Interactive Markov chains, a formalism for compositional modeling systems
embracing nondeterministic and stochastic behavior, have been thoroughly in-
vestigated in [12]. They can be seen as an extension of transition systems with
exponentially distributed delays and probabilism. We consider a restricted form,
where all delays are exponentially distributed with the same exit rate. These
uniform IMCs have been successfully adopted for the performability analysis of
Statemate models [11] by specifying random time constraints as CTMCs that
are composed with the functional behavior as in [14]. As CTMCs can simply be
transformed into weakly bisimilar uniform ones, uniform IMCs result.
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Definition 1 (Uniform IMC). A uniform interactive Markov chain (IMC) is
a tuple (S,A,L,P, λ, s0) where
– S is a non-empty finite set of states with initial state s0 ∈ S,
– A = Ae ·∪Ai is a non-empty finite set of external and internal actions,
– L : S ×A× S → B2 is a two-valued labeled transition relation,
– P : S × S → [0, 1] is a transition probability function
such that for all s ∈ S it holds P(s, S) = 1,
– λ ∈ R+ is a uniform exit rate.
A Markovian transition leads from state s to state s′ (denoted s 99K s′) iff
P(s, s′) > 0; intuitively, if s 99K s′, the probability to take this transition equals
P(s, s′) whereas the residence time in state s is exponentially distributed with
rate λ. We require P(s, S) = 1 to exclude deadlock states; this can easily be
achieved by adding Markovian self-loops to states without Markovian transi-
tions. Similarly, an interactive transition leads from s to s′ via action a (denoted
s
a
−→ s′) iff L(s, a, s′) = ⊤. External actions a ∈ Ae allow synchronization with
the environment whereas internal actions τ ∈ Ai happen instantaneously and
autonomously. The maximal progress assumption [12] states that whenever inter-
nal transitions exist in the current state, the system nondeterministically moves
along one of these transitions ignoring all other Markovian and external transi-
tions. This ensures that internal actions cannot be delayed.
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Fig. 1. An IMC.
Example 1. As a running example, we consider the
IMC model of a worker, depicted in Fig. 1, where
λ = 10. The work cycle starts in s0 where the quality
of a piece of raw material has to be determined.
One out of ten pieces is flawed and cannot be used
to craft a premium product. In that case (s1) the
worker will only be able to make a value product,
which may take several work steps.
If the raw material is flawless, the worker decides
for value or premium. For a premium product (s3), everything has to be done
smoothly in the first attempt, however, if the result is not perfect, with some
corrections, a value product will be made. If the worker decides for value (s′2),
chances that no corrections are necessary are better than for the case that the
raw material was flawed.
We call an IMC closed if all actions are internal. On the one hand, clos-
ing a system by turning external actions to internal ones prevents any further
interaction, on the other hand it allows for quantitative analysis [18].
3 Abstract Interactive Markov Chains
In this paper, we aim at abstracting an IMC by collapsing disjoint sets of con-
crete states into single abstract ones. In contrast to bisimulation quotienting
where bisimilar states are grouped, here groups of states can (in principle) be
chosen arbitrarily. In fact, we abstract an IMC along two lines: We use must-
and may-transitions as introduced for modal transition systems [26] to abstract
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from differences in the states’ available nondeterministic choices. Further, in-
stead of only considering fixed transition probabilities, we follow the approach
taken in interval Markov chains [8, 21] and allow to specify intervals of transition
probabilities. The combination of these two ingredients yields:
Definition 2 (Abstract IMC). An abstract IMC is a tuple (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ,
s0) where S, A, λ and s0 are as before, and
– L : S ×A× S → B3 is a three-valued labeled transition relation, and
– Pl,Pu : S × S → [0, 1] are transition probability bound functions such that
Pl(s, S) ≤ 1 ≤ Pu(s, S) for all s ∈ S.
Here B3 := {⊥, ?,⊤} is the complete lattice with the usual ordering ⊥ < ? <
⊤ and meet (⊓) and join (⊔) operations. The labeling L(s, a, s′) identifies the
transition “type”: ⊤ indicates must-transitions, ? may-transitions, and ⊥ the
absence of a transition. Note that any IMC is an AIMC without may-transitions
for which Pl = Pu = P. Further, any interval Markov chain is an AIMC without
must- and may-transitions. The requirement Pl(s, S) ≤ 1 ≤ Pu(s, S) ensures
that in every state s, a distribution µ over successor states can be chosen such that
Pl(s, s
′) ≤ µ(s′) ≤ Pu(s, s
′) for all s′ ∈ S. This can be achieved by equipping such
states with a Markovian [1, 1] self-loop, without altering the model’s behavior:
if state s has an outgoing internal interactive transition, the maximal progress
assumption guarantees that it still takes priority; otherwise, the self-loop neither
alters its synchronization capabilities nor its sojourn time.
Example 2. Figure 2 (middle) depicts an example abstract model (AIMC) of
a worker, similar to the one in Fig. 2 (left). It abstracts from the difference
between the raw material quality represented by the states s1 and s
′
1 in Fig. 2
(left). Instead, the premium choice is modeled as a may-transition, i.e., it is
possible to decide for premium in state u1 but this possibility may be omitted.
In state u2, the probability that no further working step is necessary varies from
2
3 to
3
4 . We abbreviate point intervals of the form [p, p] and simply write p.
Closing. AIMCs are (like IMCs and transition systems) subject to interaction.
In order to carry out a quantitative analysis of such “open” models, one typically
considers a closed variant, i.e., a variant that is behaviorally the same, but can
no longer interact. This corresponds to the hiding operation in process algebras
where external actions are turned into internal (τ)-actions. We keep slightly more
information: the distributions in case of a Markovian transition, and the target
state id for interactive transitions. This facilitates a transformation of an AIMC
into a continuous-time MDP as described later on.
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Fig. 2. An open IMC (left), an open AIMC (middle) and its closed version (right).
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Definition 3 (Closed AIMC). An AIMCM = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) induces
the closed AIMC Mτ = (S,Aτ ,Lτ ,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) where Aτ =
⋃
s∈S A
I
s ∪A
M
s and
AIs = {τs′ | ∃s
′ ∈ S. ∃a ∈ A. L(s, a, s′) 6= ⊥} ,
AMs = {τµ | ∃µ ∈ distr (S). ∀s
′ ∈ S. Pl(s, s
′) ≤ µ(s′) ≤ Pu(s, s
′)} ,
Lτ (s, τ, s
′) =
{⊔
a∈A L(s, a, s
′) if τ = τs′
⊥ otherwise.
In general, the sets AMs are uncountable as the range [Pl(s, s
′),Pu(s, s
′)] is dense.
A key aspect in our approach is how to deal with these uncountable sets of
distributions. We will show in Section 4 that it suffices to consider only a finite
subset for the analysis.
Example 3. Fig. 2 (right) illustrates the closed induced AIMC of Fig. 2 (middle).
4 Nondeterminism
In a closed AIMC, we classify states according to the type of outgoing transitions:
the state space S is partitioned into the sets ofMarkovian states SM , hybrid states
SH and may states SMH . A state is Markovian iff only Markovian transitions
leave that state; a state is hybrid iff it has emanating Markovian and must-
transitions. Further, states in SMH only have outgoing Markovian and may-
transitions but no must-transitions. By assumption, any state has at least one
outgoing Markovian transition; hence, deadlock states do not exist.
According to this state classification, three sources of nondeterminism oc-
cur in AIMCs: If multiple must-transitions exist in a state s ∈ SH , that is,
if L(s, a, s′) = L(s, b, s′′) for some a, b ∈ AIs and s
′ 6= s′′, the decision which
transition to take is nondeterministic. Due to the maximal progress assumption,
nondeterminism only occurs between internal transitions.
May-transitions induce the second indefinite behavior: If L(s, a, s′) = ? for
some a ∈ AIs and s, s
′ ∈ S, the existence of the may-transition to s′ is nonde-
terministically resolved: In the positive case, the behavior is that of a hybrid
state (i.e. the may-transition is treated as a must-transition). Otherwise, the
may-transition will considered to be missing; if further must-transitions exist,
the state is treated as a hybrid state, otherwise, it becomes a Markovian state.
The third type of nondeterminism occurs in Markovian states s ∈ SM of an
AIMC: The abstraction yields transition probability intervals (formalized by Pl
and Pu) which induce a generally uncountable set of distributions that conform
to these intervals. Selecting one of these distributions is nondeterministic. Note
that in the special case of IMCs, the successor-state distribution is uniquely
determined as Pl = Pu. Hence, IMCs do not exhibit this type of nondeterminism.
To formalize this intuition, let A(s) be the set of enabled actions in state s.
Formally, define A(s) = AIs if s ∈ SH , A(s) = A
M
s if s ∈ SM and A(s) = A
I
s∪A
M
s
if s ∈ SMH. Each action τ ∈ A(s) represents a distribution over the successors
of state s. We define (for arbitrary τ ∈ Aτ ) the distribution T(τ) such that
T(τµ) = µ if τ = τµ is a Markovian transition and T(τs) = {s 7→ 1} if τ = τs is
an internal action; further, we extend this notion to sets of actions: for B ⊆ Aτ
let T(B) =
⋃
τ∈B T(τ). We use normalization as in [8] to restrict the intervals
such that only valid probability distributions arise.
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Fig. 3. Finite representation of infinitely many distributions.
Normalization. An AIMC M is called delimited, if for any state, every pos-
sible selection of a transition probability can be extended to a distribution,
i.e., if for any s, s′ ∈ S and p ∈ [Pl(s, s
′),Pu(s, s
′)], we have µ(s′) = p for
some µ ∈ TM(A
M
s ). An AIMC M can be normalized, yielding the delim-
ited AIMC η(M) where Tη(M)(A
M
s ) = TM(A
M
s ) for all s ∈ S. Formally,
η(M) = (S,A,L, P˜l, P˜u, λ, s0) and η(Pl,Pu) = (P˜l, P˜u) where for all s, s
′ ∈ S:
P˜l(s, s
′) = max{Pl(s, s
′), 1 −Pu(s, S \ {s
′})} and
P˜u(s, s
′) = min{Pu(s, s
′), 1−Pl(s, S \ {s
′})}.
Example 4. The AIMC in Fig. 3 (left) is delimited. Selecting 23 for the tran-
sition from s to u yields a non-delimited AIMC with Pl(s, ·) = (0,
2
3 , 0) and
Pu(s, ·) = (
1
2 ,
2
3 ,
2
3). Applying normalization results in new upper bounds (
1
3 ,
2
3 ,
1
3 )
and a delimited AIMC: for any probability p ∈ [0, 13 ] to take the self-loop, the
probability to take the transition to v can be chosen as 13 − p and vice versa.
Schedulers. In order to maximize (or minimize) the probability to reach a set
of goal states B within a given time bound t (denoted ♦≤tB), we use schedulers
which resolve the nondeterministic choices in the underlying AIMC. If the AIMC
is in a state s ∈ S, a scheduler selects an enabled action τ ∈ A(s) to continue
with. As shown in [1], schedulers that take the system’s (time abstract) history
into account yield better decisions than positional schedulers which only rely on
the current state. A scheduler is randomized, if it may not only choose a single
action but a distribution over all enabled actions in the current state.
Note that for Markovian states s ∈ SM , the set A
M
s is generally uncountable
as it consists of all distributions µ that obey the transition probability intervals
of Markovian transitions emanating state s. Therefore, we reduce AMs to finitely
many actions as follows: Consider the cube in Fig. 3. It represents all combi-
nations of values that can be chosen from the three probability intervals [0, 12 ],
[0, 23 ] and [0,
2
3 ] of the AIMC in Fig. 3 (left). The set distr (S) is represented by
the dotted triangle. Hence, all points in the intersection of the cube and the
triangle are valid distributions. For randomized schedulers, the six bold vertices
spanning the intersection (right) serve as a finite representation of AMs : Every
distribution µ ∈ T(AMs ) can be constructed as a convex combination of the six
extreme distributions which span the intersection.
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Definition 4 (Extreme distributions). Let M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) be a
delimited AIMC, s ∈ S and S′ ⊆ S. We define extr(Pl,Pu, S
′, s) ⊆ distr(S)
such that µ ∈ extr(Pl,Pu, S
′, s) iff either S′ = ∅ and µ = Pl(s, ·) = Pu(s, ·) or
one of the following conditions holds:
– ∃s′ ∈ S′ : µ(s′) = Pl(s, s
′) ∧ µ ∈ extr (η(Pl,Pu[(s, s
′) 7→ µ(s′)]), S′ \ {s′}, s)
– ∃s′ ∈ S′ : µ(s′) = Pu(s, s
′) ∧ µ ∈ extr (η(Pl[(s, s
′) 7→ µ(s′)]),Pu, S
′ \ {s′}, s)
A distribution µ ∈ extr(Pl,Pu, S, s) is called extreme.
Lemma 1. Let M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) be an AIMC and s ∈ S. For any
µ ∈ distr (S) with Pl(s, s
′) ≤ µ(s′) ≤ Pu(s, s
′) for all s′ ∈ S, there exists µ¯ ∈
distr (extr(Pl,Pu, S, s)) such that for all s
′ ∈ S
µ(s′) =
∑
µ′∈extr(Pl,Pu,S,s)
µ¯(µ′)µ′(s′).
For randomized schedulers, we thus may replace the uncountable sets AMs in the
induced closed AIMC by finite sets AM,extrs = {τµ | µ ∈ extr(Pl,Pu, S, s)}. We
use Aextrs to denote the set A
M,extr
s ∪AIs; further, let A
extr =
⋃
s∈S A
extr
s .
Paths. A timed path in a closed AIMC Mτ is an infinite alternating sequence
σ = s0τ0t0s1τ1t1 . . . of states, internal actions and the states’ residence times. A
path fragment inMτ is a finite alternating sequence σ = s0τ0t0s1 . . . τn−1tn−1sn.
Time-abstract paths (path fragments) are alternating sequences of states and
actions only. The set of timed paths in Mτ is denoted PathsMτ whereas the set
of timed path fragments of length n is denoted Pathf nMτ ; further, let Pathf
⋆
Mτ =⋃∞
n=0 Pathf
n
Mτ be the set of all path fragments. In the following, we omit Mτ
whenever it is clear from the context; further, we denote the sets of time-abstract
paths and path fragments by adding subscript abs .
By σ[i] we denote the (i+1)-st state on the path, i.e. for σ = s0τ0t0s1τ1t1 . . .,
we set σ[i] = si. By σ@t we denote the state occupied at time t, i.e. σ@t =
si where i is the smallest index such that t <
∑i
j=0 tj. For finite path σ =
s0τ0t0 · · · τn−1tn−1sn, we define last(σ) = sn to denote the last state on σ.
We consider history-dependent randomized schedulers that choose from the
set of extreme distributions and from interactive transitions:
Definition 5 (Extreme scheduler). Let Mτ be a closed AIMC. An extreme
scheduler on Mτ is a function D : Pathf
⋆
abs
→ distr
(
Aextr
)
with supp(D(σ)) ⊆
Aextr
last(σ) for all σ ∈ Pathf
⋆
abs
.
Let D(Mτ ) denote the set of extreme schedulers for Mτ . For D ∈ D(Mτ ) and
history σ ∈ Pathf ⋆
abs
, let the distribution over all successor states be given by∑
τ∈Aextr D(σ)(τ) ·T(τ)(s) for all s ∈ S.
Probability measure. We are interested in the infimum and supremum of
probability measures on measurable sets of paths over all schedulers in D(Mτ ).
In the same fashion as for IMCs [18, p.53], for AIMCs the probability measure
Prωs,D w.r.t. initial state s in Mτ and D ∈ D(Mτ ) can be inductively defined
via combined transitions and measurable schedulers.
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5 Composing AIMCs
We consider parallel and symmetric composition of AIMCs and show that the
latter typically yields more compact models which are bisimilar to the parallel
composition of identical components. These operators are defined in a TCSP-like
manner, i.e., they are parameterized with a set of external actions that need to be
performed simultaneously by all involved components. To define this multi-way
synchronization principle, let for finite set X, the function I : X ×X → {⊥,⊤}
be given by I(x, x′) = ⊤ iff x = x′. Similarly, let 1 : X ×X → {0, 1} be defined
by 1(x, x′) = 1 iff x = x′. In the sequel of this paper, we assume that any AIMC
is delimited unless stated otherwise.
Definition 6 (Parallel composition). Let M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) and
M′ = (S′, A′,L′,P′l,P
′
u, λ
′, s′0) be AIMCs. The parallel composition of M and
M′ w.r.t. synchronization set A¯ ⊆ Ae ∩A
′
e is defined by:
M||A¯M
′ = (S × S′, A ∪A′,L′′,P′′l ,P
′′
u, λ+ λ
′, (s0, s
′
0))
where for s, u ∈ S and s′, u′ ∈ S′:
– L′′((s, s′), a, (u, u′))
=
{
(L(s, a, u) ⊓ I(s′, u′)) ⊔ (L′(s′, a, u′) ⊓ I(s, u)) if a 6∈ A¯
L(s, a, u) ⊓ L′(s′, a, u′) if a ∈ A¯
– P′′l ((s, s
′), (u, u′)) = λ
λ+λ′ ·Pl(s, u) · 1(s
′, u′) + λ
′
λ+λ′ ·P
′
l(s
′, u′) · 1(s, u)
– P′′u((s, s
′), (u, u′)) = λ
λ+λ′ ·Pu(s, u) · 1(s
′, u′) + λ
′
λ+λ′ ·P
′
u(s
′, u′) · 1(s, u)
Non-synchronizing actions are interleaved while actions in the set A¯ need to
be performed simultaneously by the involved components. Due to the memory-
less property of exponential distributions, parallelly composed components delay
completely independently. This is similar as in Markovian process algebras and
for parallel composition of IMCs [12, 14]. The proportion with which one of the
components delays, i.e., λ
λ+λ′ and
λ′
λ+λ′ respectively, results from the race between
exponential distributions. This justifies the definition of P′′l and P
′′
u.
Composing several instances of the same AIMC by parallel composition may
lead to excessive state spaces. To alleviate this problem, we adopt the approach
of [15] and also consider symmetric composition. To formally define this notion,
we use the concept of multisets (or bags). A multiset M over a finite set S is a
function S → N. M(s) is the cardinality of s in M . We use common notations
as s ∈M iff M(x) > 0 and e.g., M = {|a, a, b|} for M over {a, b} with M(a) = 2
andM(b) = 1. For multisets M,M ′ over S,M ⊎M ′ =M ′′ is a multiset for which
M ′′(s) = M(s) +M ′(s) for all s ∈ S. The same applies to M \M ′ = M ′′ where
M ′′(s) = max(0,M(s)−M ′(s)). A multiset relation R : S×S → N is a mapping
w.r.t. multisets M,M ′ over S, iff R(s, S) =M(s) and R(S, u) = M ′(u). The set
of all mappings w.r.t. multisets M,M ′ is denoted ΓM,M ′ .
Definition 7 (Symmetric composition). For AIMCM = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ,
s0) and A¯ ⊆ Ae, the symmetric composition of n ∈ N
+ copies of M is given by:
|||nA¯M = (S
′′, A,L′′,P′′l ,P
′′
u, nλ, {|
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
s0, . . . , s0 |})
where S′′ = {M : S → N |
∑
s∈SM(s) = n} and for all s
′′, u′′ ∈ S′′:
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Fig. 5. Fragment of the parallel composition M||∅M||∅M (left) and the symmetric composition
|||3∅M (right) for open AIMC M from Fig. 2 (middle).
– L′′(s′′, a, u′′) =
{⊔
s∈s′′,u∈u′′:u′′=(s′′\{|s|})⊎{|u|} L(s, a, u) if a 6∈ A¯⊔
R∈Γs′′,u′′
d
s,u∈S:R(s,u)>0L(s, a, u) if a ∈ A¯
– P′′l (s
′′, u′′) =


s′′(s)
n
·Pl(s, u) if s
′′ 6= u′′ and u′′ = (s′′ \ {|s|}) ⊎ {|u|}∑
s∈S
s′′(s)
n
·Pl(s, s) if s
′′ = u′′
0 otherwise
The definition of P′′u is obtained from P
′′
l by replacing all instances of Pl by Pu.
While in parallel compositions states are tuples, in symmetric compositions
they are represented by multisets. Transitions, however, are defined in the very
same fashion as for parallel composition. Non-synchronized actions of n com-
ponents are interleaved and in the synchronized case, all components have to
simultaneously take the same synchronizing action. For transition probabilities,
as all instances of the same component have the same exit rate λ, each component
wins the race with probability 1
n
.
The application of both composition operators on AIMCs results in another
AIMC. Note that this also implies uniformity of the resulting model, cf. [11].
Lemma 2. Let M and M′ be AIMCs, A¯ the synchronization set and n ∈ N+,
then M||A¯M
′ and |||nA¯M are AIMCs.
s
u
v
a
a
a
m
ay
a
1
1
1
Fig. 4.
Example 5. Consider AIMC M in Fig. 4. For state {|s, s, u|}
in |||3{a}M, the states reachable with a synchronized must a-
transition are {|s, s, v|}, {|s, v, v|}, {|v, v, v|} and the states reach-
able with a synchronized may-transition are {|s, s, s|}, {|s, s, v|},
{|s, v, v|}. Note that there are several ways for the system to
move to states {|s, s, v|} and {|s, v, v|}. In both cases, there ex-
ists a must-transition and thus a must a-transition leads from
{|s, s, u|} to {|s, s, v|} and {|s, v, v|} respectively.
states IMC AIMC
1 worker 8 6
3, par. comp. 512 216
3, sym. comp. 120 56
Example 6. Modeling three independent (ab-
stract) workers as given in Fig. 2 can be done by
both parallel and symmetric composition with
an empty synchronization set. As shown in the
table on the right, differences in the sizes of the
resulting models are significant. Fig. 5 depicts
the outgoing transitions of states (u1, u1, u2) and {|u1, u1, u2|} that result from
parallel and symmetric composition of three abstract workers.
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As suggested by Ex. 6, symmetric composition is a more space-efficient way
to compose a component several times with itself. While for parallel composi-
tion of n identical components the size of the state space is in O(|S|n), with
symmetric composition, it is in O
((
n−1+|S|
n
))
. The following result shows that
symmetric composition yields models that are bisimilar to parallel composition
of a component with itself. This generalizes a similar result for IMCs, cf. [15].
Definition 8 (Bisimulation). Let M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) be an AIMC.
An equivalence R ⊆ S × S is a bisimulation on M, iff for any sRs′ it holds:
1. for all a ∈ A and u ∈ S with L(s, a, u) 6= ⊥, there exists u′ ∈ S with
L(s, a, u) = L(s′, a, u′) and uRu′
2. if for all a ∈ Ai and all u ∈ S it holds L(s, a, u) 6= ⊤, then for all C ∈ S/R:
Pl(s,C) = Pl(s
′, C) and Pu(s,C) = Pu(s
′, C)
We write s ≈ s′ if sRs′ for some bisimulation R onM and we writeM≈M′ for
IMCs M and M′ with initial states s0 and s
′
0, iff s0 ≈ s
′
0 holds for the disjoint
union1 of M and M′.
The first condition on may- and must-transitions is standard. The second
condition asserts that for state s without outgoing internal must-transitions —
which would have priority over Markovian transitions according to the maxi-
mal progress assumption— the probability to directly move to an equivalence
class (under R) coincides with that of s′. The condition on probabilities is stan-
dard, whereas the exception of outgoing internal must-transition originates from
IMCs [12, 14]. The main results of this section now follow:
Theorem 1 (Symmetric composition). Let M be an AIMC, A¯ a synchro-
nization set and n ∈ N+, then:
|||nA¯M≈
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
M||A¯ . . . ||A¯M
Lemma 3. Strong bisimulation ≈ is a congruence w.r.t. ||A¯ and |||A¯.
6 Abstraction
This section describes the process of abstracting (A)IMCs by partitioning the
state space, i.e., by grouping sets of concrete states to abstract ones. For state
space S and partitioning S′ of S, let α : S → S′ map states to their correspond-
ing abstract one, i.e., α(s) denotes the abstract state of s, and α−1(s′) is the
set of concrete states that map to s′. Abstraction yields an AIMC that covers
at least all possible behaviors of the concrete model, but perhaps more. The
relationship between the abstraction and its concrete model is formalized by a
strong simulation. We will define this notion and show that it is a precongru-
ence with respect to parallel and symmetric composition. This result enables a
compositional abstraction of AIMCs.
1 Note that the union is only defined for two uniform AIMCs with the same exit rate as for
different exit rates, the result is not uniform.
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Definition 9 (Abstraction). For an AIMC M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) and
partitioning S′ of S, the abstraction function α : S → S′ induces the AIMC
(S′, A,L′,P′l,P
′
u, λ, α(s0)), denoted by α(M), where:
– L′(s′, a, u′) =


⊤ if
⊔
u∈α−1(u′) L(s, a, u) = ⊤ for all s ∈ α
−1(s′)
⊥ if
⊔
u∈α−1(u′) L(s, a, u) = ⊥ for all s ∈ α
−1(s′)
? otherwise
– P′l(s
′, u′) = mins∈α−1(s′)
∑
u∈α−1(u′)Pl(s, u)
– P′u(s
′, u′) = min(1,maxs∈α−1(s′)
∑
u∈α−1(u′)Pu(s, u))
Lemma 4. For any AIMC M, α(M) is an AIMC.
Example 7. Let M be the IMC in Fig. 2 (left) and N be the AIMC in Fig. 2
(middle). Then, N = α(M) with α(si) = ui for i ∈ {0, . . . , 5} and α(s
′
i) = ui for
i ∈ {1, 2}. Consider a worker M′ that is a variant of the one in Fig. 2 (left), say,
whose judgement on the quality of raw material is different, i.e. whose P(s0, s1)
and P(s0, s
′
1) differ. For such a worker, we also get N = α(M
′). Symmetric com-
position of two different workers M and M′ is not possible. However, replacing
bothM andM′ by abstract worker N enables symmetric composition and yields
a compact representation of an abstraction of M||A¯M
′.
The formal relationship between an AIMC and its abstraction is defined in
terms of a strong simulation. In fact, the notion defined below combines the
concepts of refinement for modal transition systems [25] (items 1a and 1b) with
that of probabilistic simulation [19, 20] (item 2).
Definition 10 (Strong simulation). For AIMC M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0),
R ⊆ S × S is a simulation relation, iff for all sRs′ the following holds:
1a. for all a ∈ A and u ∈ S with L(s, a, u) 6= ⊥ there exists u′ ∈ S with
L(s′, a, u′) 6= ⊥ and uRu′,
1b. for all a ∈ A and u′ ∈ S with L(s′, a, u′) = ⊤ there exists u ∈ S with
L(s, a, u) = ⊤ and uRu′, and
2. if for all a ∈ Ai and all u ∈ S it holds L(s, a, u) 6= ⊤, then for all µ ∈ T(s)
there exists µ′ ∈ T(s′) and ∆ : S × S → [0, 1] such that for all u, u′ ∈ S:
(a) ∆(u, u′) > 0 =⇒ uRu′ (b) ∆(u, S) = µ(u) (c) ∆(S, u′) = µ′(u′)
We write s  s′ if sRs′ for some simulation R and MM′ for AIMCs M and
M′ with initial states s0 and s
′
0, if s0  s
′
0 in the disjoint union of M and M
′.
Let us briefly explain this definition. Item 1a requires that any may- or must-
transition of s must be reflected in s′. Item 1b requires that any must-transition
of s′ must match some must-transition of s, i.e., all required behavior of s′ stems
from s. Note that this allows a must-transition of s to be mimicked by a may-
transition of s′. Finally, condition 2 requires the existence of a weight function
∆ [19, 20] that basically distributes µ of s to µ′ of s′ such that only related
states obtain a positive weight (2(a)), and the total probability mass of u that is
assigned by ∆ coincides with µ(u) and symmetrically for u′ (cf. 2(b), 2(c)). Note
that every bisimulation equivalence R is also a simulation relation.
Theorem 2. For any AIMC M and abstraction function α, M α(M).
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Example 8. Consider AIMCsM and N given in Example 7. As N is an abstrac-
tion of M, it follows M N .
To be able to compose abstractions while preserving this formal relation, the
following result is of interest. It allows to abstract parallel and symmetric compo-
sitions of AIMCs in a component-wise manner, to avoid the need for generating
the entire state space prior to abstraction.
Theorem 3. Strong simulation  is a precongruence w.r.t. ||A¯ and |||A¯.
7 Timed Reachability
In this section, we show how to analyse closed AIMCs by reducing them to uni-
form IMCs. As presented in [18], those can be reduced to uniform continuous-time
Markov decision processes (CTMDP) for which an efficient algorithm is imple-
mented in MRMC, a state of the art model checker. We analyse two reachability
objectives for the running example and show how abstraction and symmetric
composition reduce the maximal size of the state space during the construction
of the model.
To obtain the induced IMC for an AIMC, we separate the nondeterministic
choice for values from the intervals in Markovian states from the actual Marko-
vian behavior, i.e. the delay and the subsequent probabilistic transitions. This is
achieved by adding one intermediate state for each extreme distribution.
Definition 11 (Induced IMC). For closed AIMCM = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0),
let θ(M) = (S ·∪Sextr , Aextr ,L′,P′, λ, s0) where
– Sextr = {sµ | ∃s ∈ S : µ ∈ extr (Pl,Pu, S, s)}
– L′(s, a, s′) =


L(s, a, s′) if s ∈ SH ∪ SMH , a = τs′
⊤ if s ∈ SM ∪ SMH , a = τµ, s
′ = sµ
and µ ∈ extr(Pl,Pu, S, s)
⊥ otherwise
– P′(s, s′) =
{
µ(s′) if s = sµ ∈ S
extr
1(s, s′) otherwise
Lemma 5. For a closed AIMC M it holds that θ(M) is a closed uniform IMC.
Example 9. Let M be the symmetric composition of two independent abstract
workers as depicted in Fig. 2 (middle). We focus on state {|s0, s2|} inM, cf. Fig. 6
(left). In the corresponding induced IMC θ(M), there are new states sµ and
sµ′ with outgoing Markovian transitions according to the extreme distributions
µ and µ′ of {|s0, s2|} with µ({|s1, s2|}) =
1
2 , µ({|s0, s2|}) =
1
6 , µ({|s0, s4|}) =
2
6
and µ′({|s1, s2|}) =
1
2 , µ
′({|s0, s2|}) =
1
8 , µ
′({|s0, s4|}) =
3
8 . Additionally, labeled
transitions with internal actions τµ (τµ′ resp.) leading from {|s0, s2|} to the new
intermediate states are introduced.
For closed AIMCM = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0), we define the set of paths starting
in initial state s0 and visiting a state in B ⊆ S within t ∈ R≥0 time units by
PathsM(♦≤tB) = {σ ∈ PathsM | σ[0] = s0,∃t
′ ∈ [0, t] : σ@t′ ∈ B}.
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{|s0, s2|} {|s0, s4|}{|s1, s2|}
1
2
·[ 2
3
, 3
4
]1
2
1
2
·[ 1
4
, 1
3
]
{|s0, s2|} {|s0, s4|}{|s1, s2|}
sµ
sµ′
τµ
τµ′
1
6
2
6
1
2
1
8
3
8
1
2
Fig. 6. Fragment of the parallel composition M||{}M for the AIMC M from Fig. 2 (left) and
the induced IMC detail (right).
Lemma 6. Let M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) be a closed AIMC and θ(M) its
induced IMC. For all B ⊆ S, t ∈ R≥0 and D ∈ D(M) there exists D
′ ∈ D(θ(M))
with Prωs0,D(Paths
M(♦≤tB)) = Prωs0,D′(Paths
M(♦≤tB)).
For interactive transitions, a corresponding scheduler in the induced IMC chooses
exactly as the AIMC scheduler. The choice of a distribution in the AIMC is
mimicked by a randomized choice of τµ actions (cf. Fig. 6). From this, we obtain:
Theorem 4. For a closed AIMC M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0), B ⊆ S, t ∈ R≥0:
supD∈D(M)Pr
ω
s0,D
(PathsM(♦≤tB)) = supD∈D(θ(M))Pr
ω
s0,D
(Pathsθ(M)(♦≤tB))
infD∈D(M)Pr
ω
s0,D
(PathsM(♦≤tB)) = infD∈D(θ(M))Pr
ω
s0,D
(Pathsθ(M)(♦≤tB))
The analysis of time-bounded reachability probabilities for uniform IMCs is in-
vestigated in [18] and the core algorithm [1] is implemented in MRMC. Basically,
a uniform IMC is reduced to a uniform CTMDP by transformations to so-called
Markov alternating and strictly alternating IMCs. This transformation preserves
(weak) bisimulation. The following example relies on this results:
Example 10. Assume the number of machines that are available for crafting value
and premium products is limited to two. First, we investigate the probabilities
for b out of w workers M1 to Mw to be waiting for machines within t time
units. Let P = ({m0,m1,m2}, A,L,1,1, ε,m0) where in mi there are i machines
in use and let A = {value,prem, vdone, pdone}, L(mi, a,mi+1) = ⊤ if a ∈
{value,prem} for i ∈ {0, 1} and L(mi+1, a,mi) = ⊤ if a ∈ {vdone,pdone} for
i ∈ {0, 1}, otherwise L(m,a,m′) = ⊥. Let Mi be pairwise distinct variants of
workers as described in Ex. 7. Then, (M1||∅ . . . ||∅Mw)||AP yields an IMC where
the measure of interest can be derived by computing probabilities for reaching
states (s¯,m2) with at least b components of s¯ being s1 or s
′
1. In contrast, when
M1 = . . . =Mw =M we can instead compute the probabilities in
(
|||w∅M
)
||AP
for reaching states (M,m2) with M(s1) +M(s
′
1) ≥ b. The maximal sizes of the
state spaces obtained during the construction of the models are given in Table 1
(left). Let AIMC N = α(M1) = . . . = α(Mw) as described in Ex. 7. Then,
even for pairwise distinct workers, symmetric composition can be used to obtain
max. size w=3, b=1 w=4, b=1 w=4, b=2 w=1 w=2 w=3 w=4
IMC, par. 512 4096 4096 352 2816 22528 180224
IMC, sym. 120 330 330 352 1584 5280 14520
AIMC, par. 216 1296 1296 264 1584 9504 57024
AIMC, sym. 56 126 126 264 924 2464 5544
Table 1. Maximal size of the state spaces during construction.
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the abstract system (|||w∅N )||AP. While the abstract model of one worker has 6
instead of 8 states, the relative savings during composition are much larger (cf.
Table 1). But still, the minimal and maximal probabilities (Fig. 7, left) obtained
for w instances of the abstract worker N (dashed curves) are almost the same as
for w copies of the concrete worker M as shown in Fig. 2 (left) (solid curves).
Fig. 7. Minimal and maximal probabilities for b out of w workers having no access to one of 2
machines in t time units (left). Maximal probabilities for w workers and 2 machines to produce
10 value and 3 premium in t time units (right). Curves for concrete workers are solid and dashed
for abstract ones.
Secondly, we compute the maximal probabilities for producing 10 value and 3
premium products with w workers within t time units. Note, that minimal proba-
bilities are 0 for all time bounds t, as workers may stall premium production. We
define counting AIMC Q = ({nv,p | v ∈ {0, . . . , 10}, p ∈ {0, . . . , 3}}, A,L,1,1, ε,
n0,0) with A = {vdone,pdone}, L(nv,p, vdone, nv+1,p) = ⊤ for v ∈ {0, . . . , 9},
p ∈ {0, . . . , 3} and L(nv,p,pdone, nv,p+1) = ⊤ for v ∈ {0, . . . , 10}, p ∈ {0, . . . , 2},
otherwise L(n, a, n′) = ⊥. Let concrete and abstract workers M and N be given
as in Fig. 2. Then, in
(
|||w∅M
)
||AQ and
(
|||w∅N
)
||AQ, we compute probabilities
to reach any state (M,n10,3). As shown in Fig. 7 (right), the maximal proba-
bilities for w ∈ {1, . . . , 4} abstract workers (dashed curves) are rather close to
values derived for concrete workers (solid curves). The maximal sizes of the state
spaces during construction are given in Table 1 (right).
8 Conclusion
This paper proposed a novel compositional abstraction technique for continuous-
time stochastic systems. This technique allows for aggressive abstractions of sin-
gle components, enabling the analysis of systems that are too large to be han-
dled when treated as monolithic models. The feasibility of our approach has
been demonstrated by the analysis of a production system. Future work includes
the application of this technique to realistic applications, counterexample-guided
abstraction refinement [16, 22], and the treatment of non-uniform IMCs.
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Appendix
We provide proofs for Theorem 1 and 3. The proof of Theorem 2 follows the lines
of the one for Theorem 1 in [21].
Theorem 1 (Symmetric composition). Let M be an AIMC, A¯ a synchro-
nization set and n ∈ N+, then:
|||nA¯M≈
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
M||A¯ . . . ||A¯M
Proof. Let M = (S,A,L,Pl,Pu, λ, s0) be an AIMC, A¯ ⊆ Ae and n ∈ N
+. Let
|||nA¯M =M
′ = (S′, A′,L′,P′l,P
′
u, λ
′, s′0)
and
M||A¯ . . . ||A¯M︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
= M˜′ = (S˜′, A˜′, L˜′, P˜′l, P˜
′
u, λ˜
′, s˜′0).
As λ′ = nλ and λ˜′ = λ+ . . . + λ = nλ, the disjoint union M∪ =M′ ∪ M˜′ is an
AIMC with a set of initial states. Lifting AIMCs to support sets of initial states
is trivial and will not be discussed in the following.
We define Rn ⊆ (S
′ ∪ S˜′) × (S′ ∪ S˜′) on M∪ as the coarsest reflexive and
symmetric relation with
s′Rns˜
′ if s′ = {s1, . . . , sn} and s˜
′ = (s1, . . . , sn) for s1, . . . , sn ∈ S.
Then, as we show in the following, (a) Rn is a bisimulation relation and (b) the
initial states are Rn related, i.e. s
′
0Rns˜
′
0.
a)
We prove that Rn is a strong bisimulation relation: Therefore, assume s
′Rns˜
′ for
s′ = {s1, . . . , sn} and s˜
′ = (s1, . . . , sn) with s1, . . . , sn ∈ S.
1. If L∪(s′, a, u′) = x with x ∈ {⊤, ?}, then we consider two cases:
– Assume a 6∈ A¯: As L∪(s′, a, u′) = x, (∗) there exist s ∈ s′, u ∈ u′ such that
L(s, a, u) = x and there are no sˆ ∈ s′, uˆ ∈ u′ such that L(sˆ, a, uˆ) > x. By
the definition of symmetric composition, there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such
that
s′ = {s1, . . . , sk−1, s, sk+1, . . . , sn} and
u′ = {s1, . . . , sk−1, u, sk+1, . . . , sn} .
As s′Rns˜
′, there exists a permutation pi ∈ Perm({1, . . . , n}) such that
s˜′ =
(
sπ(1), . . . , sπ(j−1), sπ(j), sπ(j+1), . . . , sπ(n)
)
.
Then pi(j) = k for some j and sπ(j) = sk = s. Applying pi to u
′ yields
u˜′ =
(
sπ(1), . . . , sπ(j−1), u, sπ(j+1), . . . , sπ(n)
)
.
From (∗) we obtain L∪(s˜′, a, u˜′) = x. Further, from the definition of rela-
tion Rn, we conclude s˜
′Rnu˜
′.
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– Assume a ∈ A¯: We first consider x = ⊤. For u′ with
L′(s′, a, u′) =
⊔
R¯∈Γs′,u′
l
s,u∈S∪:R¯(s,u)>0
L(s, a, u) = ⊤
it holds
∃R¯ ∈ Γs′,u′ : ∀s, u ∈ S
∪ : (R¯(s, u) > 0 =⇒ L(s, a, u) = ⊤).
As s′Rns˜
′ we have s′ = {s1, . . . , sn} and s˜
′ = (s1, . . . , sn) for some
s1, . . . , sn ∈ S. We will define u˜
′ inductively based on some R¯ ∈ Γs′,u′
with ∀s, u ∈ S∪ : (R¯(s, u) > 0 =⇒ L(s, a, u) = ⊤): let R¯n = R¯ and for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let
R¯i−1 = R¯i[(si, ui) 7→ R¯i(si, ui)− 1] for some ui : R¯i(si, ui) > 0.
Then for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : L(si, a, ui) = ⊤ as R¯(si, ui) > 0. For u˜
′ =
(u1, . . . , un), this implies L˜
′(s˜′, a, u˜′) =
dn
i=1L(si, a, ui) = ⊤. Moreover,
as by the definition of Γs′,u′ it holds R¯(S
′, u) = u′(u) for all u ∈ S, it
follows that u′ = {u1, . . . , un}, i.e. u
′Rnu˜
′.
For x 6= ⊥, it can be argued analogously that for u′ with L′(s′, a, u′) 6= ⊥
there exists u˜′ with u′Rnu˜
′ and L˜′(s˜′, a, u˜′) 6= ⊥. Together with the result
from x = ⊤ it follows that for x ∈ {?,⊤} and u′ with L′(s′, a, u′) = x
there exists u˜′ with u′Rnu˜
′ and L˜′(s˜′, a, u˜′) = x = L′(s′, a, u′).
2. For Markovian transitions we show for s′ = {s1, . . . , sn} and s˜
′ = (s1, . . . , sn)
with s1, . . . , sn ∈ S that for all C ∈ S
∪/Rn:
P∪l (s
′, C) = P∪l (s˜
′, C) and P∪u (s
′, C) = P∪u (s˜
′, C).
Note that the condition “L∪(s′, a, u′) 6= ⊤ for all a ∈ Ai and u
′ ∈ S′” from
the definition of bisimulation is not required for this proof. If C = ∅, then
P∪l (s
′, C) = P∪l (s˜
′, C) = 0; hence, in the following we assume C 6= ∅.
First, we lift the definition of parallel composition to the n-ary case for the
lower bound probability matrix:
P˜′l((s1, . . . , sn), (u1, . . . , un))
=
∑n
i=1
1
n
·Pl(si, ui) ·
∏
j 6=i 1(sj , uj)
=


1
n
·Pl(si, ui) if ∃i. si 6= ui ∧ ∀j 6= i. sj = uj∑n
i=1
1
n
·Pl(si, ui) if ∀j. sj = uj
0 otherwise.
Next, we observe for S∪/Rn that:
(a) every nonempty C ∈ S∪/Rn contains exactly one s
′ ∈ S′
(b) {s1, . . . , sn} ∈ C ∈ S
∪/Rn
⇐⇒ for all pi ∈ Perm({1, . . . , n}) : (sπ(1), . . . , sπ(n)) ∈ C
From (a) it follows directly that for s′ ∈ S′ and nonempty C ∈ S∪/Rn:
P∪l (s
′, C) = P′l(s
′, C ∩ S′) = P′l(s
′, u′) with {u′} = C ∩ S′
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Let s˜′ = (s1, . . . , sn), s
′ = {s1, . . . , sn}, s = si and u
′ 6= s′\{s}⊎{u} for all u ∈
S. Then P∪l (s
′, [u′]Rn) = P
∪
l (s˜
′, [u′]Rn) = 0. Otherwise, i.e. u
′ = s′ \{s}⊎{u}
for some u ∈ S, we set C = [u′]Rn and obtain
P∪l (s˜
′, C) = P˜′l(s˜
′, C ∩ S˜′)
=
∑
u˜′∈C∩S˜′ P˜
′
l(s˜
′, u˜′)
=
{∑
u˜′∈C∩S˜′:u˜′=(s1,...,sk−1,u,sk+1,sn)
1
n
·Pl(s, u) if s 6= u∑n
i=1
1
n
·Pl(si, ui) if s = u
(∗)
=
{
s′(s)
n
·Pl(s, u) if s
′ 6= u′∑n
i=1
1
n
·Pl(si, ui) if s
′ = u′
= P′l(s
′, u′) = P∪l (s
′, C)
where at (∗) we use the fact that there are s′(s) positions k in s˜′ where s can
be replaced by u such that u˜′ = (s1, . . . , sk−1, u, sk+1, . . . , sn).
For the upper bound probability matrix, the proof can be done analogously.
Altogether, for all n ∈ N+, we showed that Rn as defined earlier is a bisimu-
lation relation.
b)
Now, we show that the initial states are strongly bisimilar. By definition:
s′0 = {|s0, . . . , s0|} and s˜
′
0 = (s0, . . . , s0)
For all s1, . . . , sn ∈ S0, it holds {s1, . . . , sn}Rn(s1, . . . , sn) and thus, obviously,
{|s0, . . . , s0|}Rn(s0, . . . , s0).
We conclude by observing that from (a) and (b) it follows |||nA¯M≈M||A¯ . . . ||A¯M︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
⊓⊔
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Theorem 3. Strong simulation  is a precongruence w.r.t. ||A¯ and |||A¯.
Proof. Reflexivity of  follows trivially from the definition. LetM = (S,A,L,Pl,
Pu, λ, s0), N = (S
′, A′,L′,P′l,P
′
u, λ
′, s′0) and P = (S
′′, A′′,L′′,P′′l ,P
′′
u, λ
′′, s′′0).
To argue about simulation of states in different models we have to analyse the
disjoint union. For simplicity, in this proof we refrain from explicitly composing
the disjoint unions, however, we stress the necessity for all AIMCs involved in a
union to have the same exit rates. This will be ensured in the following, as for
M N (and N  P) it follows that λ = λ′ (and λ′ = λ′′ respectively).
Transitivity: Let R : S × S′ and R′ : S′ × S′′ be simulation relations with
s0Rs
′
0 and s
′
0R
′s′′0 respectively. We define R
′′ : S × S′′ with
R′′ = {(s, s′′) | ∃s′ ∈ S : (s, s′) ∈ R, (s′, s′′) ∈ R′}
and prove that it is a simulation relation (note that R′′ ⊇ R∪R′ due to reflexivity
of R and R′).
We show that conditions (1a), (1b) and (2) of Def. 10 are fulfilled: for all
s ∈ S, s′′ ∈ S′′ for which there exists s′ ∈ S′ with sRs′ and s′R′s′′ it holds
1a. By the definition of simulation it holds that
∀a ∈ A ∀u ∈ S : L(s, a, u) 6= ⊥ =⇒ ∃u′ ∈ S : L′(s′, a, u′) 6= ⊥ ∧ uRu′
and
∀a ∈ A ∀u′ ∈ S : L′(s′, a, u′) 6= ⊥ =⇒ ∃u′′ ∈ S : L′′(s′′, a, u′′) 6= ⊥ ∧ u′R′u′′.
Thus, it follows directly:
∀a ∈ A ∀u ∈ S : L′′(s′′, a, u′′) 6= ⊥ =⇒ ∃u′′ ∈ S : L(s, a, u) 6= ⊥ ∧ uR′′u′′.
1b. As for (1a), by the definition of simulation it holds that
∀a ∈ A ∀u′′ ∈ S : L′′(s′′, a, u′′) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃u′ ∈ S : L′(s′, a, u′) = ⊤ ∧ u′R′u′′
and
∀a ∈ A ∀u′ ∈ S : L′(s′, a, u′) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃u ∈ S : L(s, a, u) = ⊤ ∧ uRu′.
Thus, it follows directly:
∀a ∈ A ∀u′′ ∈ S : L′′(s′′, a, u′′) = ⊤ =⇒ ∃u ∈ S : L(s, a, u) = ⊤ ∧ uR′′u′′.
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Fig. 8. Transitivity
2. We show that if for all u ∈ S and all a ∈ Ai it holds L(s, a, u) 6= ⊤, then for
all µ ∈ T(s) there exists µ′′ ∈ T(s′′) and ∆′′ : S × S′′ → [0, 1] such that for
all u ∈ S and u′′ ∈ S′′: (cf. Fig. 8)
(a) ∆′′(u, u′′) > 0 =⇒ uR′′u′′
(b) ∆′′(u, S′′) = µ(u)
(c) ∆′′(S, u′′) = µ′′(u′′)
First, note that if for all u ∈ S it holds L(s, a, u) 6= ⊤ for all a ∈ Ai, then for
all µ ∈ T(s) there exists µ′ ∈ T(s′) and ∆ : S × S′ → [0, 1] such that for all
u ∈ S and u′ ∈ S′:
(a) ∆(u, u′) > 0 =⇒ uRu′
(b) ∆(u, S′) = µ(u)
(c) ∆(S, u′) = µ′(u′)
Second, we observe that for any s ∈ S and u ∈ S with L(s, a, u) 6= ⊤ for
some a ∈ Ai, all s
′ ∈ S with sRs′ may not have a successor u′ ∈ S with
L(s′, a, u′) = ⊤. Otherwise, if there was some u′ ∈ S with L(s′, a, u′) = ⊤,
due to condition (1b) in Def. 10 there would exist u ∈ S with L(s, a, u) = ⊤
and uRu′, leading to a contradiction.
Hence, for all s′ ∈ S′ with sRs′, u′ ∈ S′ and a ∈ Ai it holds L(s
′, a, u′) 6= ⊤
and, as R′ is a simulation relation, for all µ′ ∈ T(s′) there exists µ′′ ∈ T(s′′)
and ∆′ : S′ × S′′ → [0, 1] such that for all u′ ∈ S′ and u′′ ∈ S′′:
(a) ∆′(u′, u′′) > 0 =⇒ u′R′u′′
(b) ∆′(u′, S′′) = µ′(u′)
(c) ∆′(S′, u′′) = µ′′(u′′)
We define ∆′′ : S × S′′ → [0, 1] such that
∆′′(u, u′′) =
∑
u′∈S′:µ′(u′)>0
∆(u,u′)·∆′(u′,u′′)
µ′(u′)
for ∆, ∆′ and µ′ satisfying the above constraints. For condition (2a), we
observe that if ∆′′(u, u′′) > 0 there exists u′ such that ∆(u, u′) > 0 and
∆′(u′, u′′). Thus, uRu′ and u′R′u′′ implying uR′′u′′.
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Further, we show conditions (2b) and (2c) by proving that for all µ ∈ T(s)
there exists µ′′ ∈ T(s′′), such that ∆′′(u, S′′) = µ(u) and ∆′′(S, u′′) = µ′′(u′′)
for all u ∈ S and u′′ ∈ S′′:
∆′′(u, S′′) =
∑
u′∈S′,u′′∈S′′:µ′(u′)>0
∆(u,u′)·∆′(u′,u′′)
µ′(u′)
=
∑
u′∈S′:∆′(u′,S′′)>0
∆(u,u′)·∆′(u′,S′′)
∆′(u′,S′′)
=
∑
u′∈S′:∆′(u′,S′′)>0∆(u, u
′)
(∗)
=
∑
u′∈S′:∆(S,u′)>0∆(u, u
′)
= ∆(u, S′)
= µ(u)
Equation (∗) follows from ∆′(u′, S′′) = µ′(u′) = ∆(S, u′) for all u′ ∈ S′.
∆′′(S, u′′) =
∑
u∈S,u′∈S′:µ′(u′)>0
∆(u,u′)·∆′(u′,u′′)
µ′(u′)
=
∑
u′∈S′:∆(S,u′)>0
∆(S,u′)·∆′(u′,u′′)
∆(S,u′)
=
∑
u′∈S′:∆(S,u′)>0∆
′(u′, u′′)
(∗)
=
∑
u′∈S′:∆′(u′,S′′)>0∆
′(u′, u′′)
= ∆′(S′, u′′)
= µ′′(u′′)
This concludes the proof of transitivity.
Now we show that parallel composition does not destroy strong simulation
relations. LetM||A¯P = (S×S
′′, A∪A′′, L˜, P˜l, P˜u, λ+λ
′′, (s0, s
′′
0)) and N||A¯P =
(S′×S′′, A′ ∪A′′, L˜′, P˜′l, P˜
′
u, λ
′+λ′′, (s′0, s
′′
0)). Recall that fromM N it follows
λ = λ′ and therefore the union ofM||A¯P and N||A¯P that will implicitly be used
is valid.
We show that M  N implies M||A¯P  N||A¯P for synchronization set A¯,
i.e. that for initial state (s0, s
′′
0) there exists (s
′
0, s
′′
0) with (s0, s
′′
0)  (s
′
0, s
′′
0). Let
R˜ : (S × S′′) × (S′ × S′′) such that (s, s′′)R˜(s′, s′′′) iff s  s′ and s′′  s′′′.
From M  N we know that s0  s
′
0 and due to reflexivity, s
′′
0  s
′′
0 . Thus,
(s0, s
′′
0)R˜(s
′
0, s
′′
0).
In the following, we show that for all (s, s′′) ∈ S × S′′ and (s′, s′′′) ∈ S′ × S′′
with sRs′ and s′′R′s′′′ for simulation relations R and R′, conditions (1a), (1b)
and (2) in Def. 10 are fulfilled, i.e. that R˜ is a simulation relation.
1a. This can be shown in a similar fashion as (1b).
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1b. For a ∈ A¯ we compute:
∀(u′, u′′′) ∃(u, u′′) : L˜′((s′, s′′′), a, (u′, u′′′)) = ⊤
=⇒ L˜((s, s′′), a, (u, u′′)) = ⊤ ∧ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
⇐⇒
∀(u′, u′′′) ∃(u, u′′) : L′(s′, a, u′) ⊓ L′′(s′′′, a, u′′′) = ⊤
=⇒ L(s, a, u) ⊓ L′′(s′′, a, u′′) = ⊤ ∧ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
⇐⇒
∀(u′, u′′′) ∃(u, u′′) : L′(s′, a, u′) = ⊤ ∧ L′′(s′′′, a, u′′′) = ⊤
=⇒ L(s, a, u) = ⊤ ∧ L′′(s′′, a, u′′) = ⊤ ∧ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
This follows directly from sRs′ and s′′R′s′′′ as
∀u′ ∃u : L′(s′, a, u′) = ⊤ =⇒ L(s, a, u) = ⊤ ∧ uRu′ and
∀u′′′ ∃u′′ : L′′(s′′′, a, u′′′) = ⊤ =⇒ L′′(s′′, a, u′′) = ⊤ ∧ u′′Ru′′′
.
For a 6∈ A¯ we compute:
∀(u′, u′′′) ∃(u, u′′) : L˜′((s′, s′′′), a, (u′, u′′′)) = ⊤
=⇒ L˜((s, s′′), a, (u, u′′)) = ⊤ ∧ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
⇐⇒
∀(u′, u′′′) ∃(u, u′′) :
(L′(s′, a, u′) ⊓ I(s′′′, u′′′)) ⊔ (L′′(s′′′, a, u′′′) ⊓ I(s′, u′)) = ⊤
=⇒ (L(s, a, u) ⊓ I(s′′, u′′)) ⊔ (L′′(s′′, a, u′′) ⊓ I(s, u)) = ⊤
∧ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
We investigate the two cases where on the left side of the implication either
(L′(s′, a, u′) ⊓ I(s′′′, u′′′)) = ⊤ or (L′′(s′′′, a, u′′′) ⊓ I(s′, u′)) = ⊤.
If (L′(s′, a, u′)⊓I(s′′′, u′′′)) resolves to ⊤, so does L(s, a, u) for some u ∈ S. We
choose u′′ = s′′, such that I(s′′, u′′) = ⊤. For the right side of the implication
to be fulfilled, it remains to show that (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′). From the satisfaction
of I(s′′′, u′′′) it follows u′′′ = s′′′ and together with u′′ = s′′, from s′′R′s′′′ we
directly get u′′R′u′′′. Further, sRs′ implies
∀u′ ∃u : L′(s′, a, u′) = ⊤ =⇒ L(s, a, u) = ⊤∧ uRu′.
Thus, there exist u ∈ S and u′′ ∈ S′′ fulfilling the right side of the implication.
For the case where (L(s′′′, a, u′′′)⊓I(s′, u′)) resolves to ⊤, the proof goes along
the same lines.
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Fig. 9. Compatibility with parallel composition
2. First, note that from sRs′ it follows: if for all u ∈ S it holds L(s, a, u) 6= ⊤ for
all a ∈ Ai, then for all µ ∈ T(s) there exists µ
′ ∈ T(s′) and ∆ : S×S′ → [0, 1]
such that for all u ∈ S and u′ ∈ S′:
(a) ∆(u, u′) > 0 =⇒ uRu′
(b) ∆(u, S′) = µ(u)
(c) ∆(S, u′) = µ′(u′)
Second, from s′′R′s′′′ it follows: if for all u′′ ∈ S′′ it holds L(s′′, a, u′′) 6= ⊤
for all a ∈ Ai, then for all µ
′′ ∈ T(s′′) there exists µ′′′ ∈ T(s′′′) and ∆′′ :
S′′ × S′′ → [0, 1] such that for all u′′ ∈ S′′ and u′′′ ∈ S′′:
(a) ∆′′(u′′, u′′′) > 0 =⇒ u′′R′u′′′
(b) ∆′′(u′′, S′′) = µ′′(u′′)
(c) ∆′′(S′′, u′′′) = µ′′′(u′′′)
We show that, if for all (u, u′′) ∈ S × S′′ it holds L˜((s, s′′), a, (u, u′′)) 6= ⊤
for all a ∈ Ai ∪ A
′
i, then for all µ˜ ∈ T((s, s
′′)) there exists µ˜′ ∈ T((s′, s′′′))
and ∆˜ : (S × S′′) × (S′ × S′′) → [0, 1] such that for all (u, u′′) ∈ S × S′′ and
(u′, u′′′) ∈ S′ × S′′: (cf. Fig. 9)
(a) ∆˜((u, u′′), (u′, u′′′)) > 0 =⇒ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
(b) ∆˜((u, u′′), S′ × S′′) = µ˜((u, u′′))
(c) ∆˜(S × S′′, (u′, u′′′)) = µ˜′((u′, u′′′))
Given (s, s′′) ∈ S × S′′ and (s′, s′′′) ∈ S′ × S′′, we define ∆˜ : (S × S′′)× (S′ ×
S′′)→ [0, 1] such that:
∆˜((u, u′′), (u′, u′′′)) = λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′, u′′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′)
+ λ
′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s, u) · 1(s′, u′)
Condition (a) follows from this definition as
∆˜((u, u′′), (u′, u′′′)) > 0 =⇒ (∆(u, u′) > 0 ∧ s′′ = u′′ ∧ s′′′ = u′′′)
∨ (∆′′(u′′, u′′′) > 0 ∧ s = u ∧ s′ = u′)
=⇒ (uRu′ ∧ s′′ = u′′ ∧ s′′′ = u′′′)
∨ (u′′R′u′′′ ∧ u = u′ ∧ s = u ∧ s′ = u′)
=⇒ (u, u′′)R˜(u′, u′′′)
where in the last implication we use the fact that sRs′ and s′′R′s′′′.
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Regarding condition (b), for any µ˜ ∈ T((s, s′′)) we compute:
µ˜((u, u′′)) = λ
λ+λ′′ · µ(u) · 1(s
′′, u′′) + λ
′′
λ+λ′′ · µ
′′(u′′) · 1(s, u)
=
∑
u′∈S′
λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′, u′′)
+
∑
u′′′∈S′′
λ′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s, u)
=
∑
u′′′∈S′′
(∑
u′∈S′
λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′, u′′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′)
+
∑
u′∈S′
λ′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s, u) · 1(s′, u′)
)
=
∑
u′∈S′,u′′′∈S′′
λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′, u′′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′)
+ λ
′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s, u) · 1(s′, u′)
=
∑
u′∈S′,u′′′∈S′′ ∆˜((u, u
′′), (u′, u′′′))
= ∆˜((u, u′′), S′ × S′′)
Analogously, for condition (c) we compute for any µ˜′ ∈ T((s′, s′′′)):
µ˜′((u′, u′′′)) = λ
λ+λ′′ · µ
′(u′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′) + λ
′′
λ+λ′′ · µ
′′′(u′′′) · 1(s′, u′)
=
∑
u∈S
λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′)
+
∑
u′′∈S′′
λ′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s′, u′)
=
∑
u′′∈S′′
(∑
u∈S
λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′, u′′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′)
+
∑
u∈S
λ′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s, u) · 1(s′, u′)
)
=
∑
u∈S,u′′∈S′′
λ
λ+λ′′ ·∆(u, u
′) · 1(s′′, u′′) · 1(s′′′, u′′′)
+ λ
′′
λ+λ′′ ·∆
′′(u′′, u′′′) · 1(s, u) · 1(s′, u′)
=
∑
u∈S,u′′∈S′′ ∆˜((u, u
′′), (u′, u′′′))
= ∆˜(S × S′′, (u′, u′′′))
Thus, conditions (a) to (c) hold.
We conclude by observing that  is reflexive, transitive and compatible with
parallel composition.
For parallel composition, note that parallel and symmetric composition yield
bisimilar AIMCs. Hence,  is also a precongruence for symmetric composition.
⊓⊔
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